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Summary 

 

When all animals are genotyped, developments focused on dominance are well derived. 

However, this is rare in practice and adaptations are required. The dominant pedigree-based 

and genomic matrices should be compatible in scale to be combined. We aimed to show how 

gene content flows from genotyped to non-genotyped animals. Scenarios where 0% (D), 20% 

(C20), 40% (C40) 60% (C60), 80% (C80), and 100% (G) of animals were genotyped were 

assumed in a crossbred pig population. Dominance variances were more sensitive by choosing 

G rather than D. D and C60 presented the highest dominance variances whereas G showed the 

lowest. The prediction accuracies increased as the number of genotyped animals increased. 

C40 provided less inflated dominance breeding values (1.01), and 55% of accuracy. 

Dominance relationships flew from genotyped to non-genotyped animals but single-step 

extension might worked because we used an approximation of D where inbreeding is ignored 

and due to simple family structure in our dataset. Thus, our approach might be useful but is 

not general as the original derivations of single-step. Genotyping strategies can be optimized 

based on the proportion of genotyped animals where 40% seemed to be optimal. 
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Introduction 

 

The importance of dominance is well known, especially in cross-breeding schemes 

where breeds are mated to exploit heterosis. However, dominance has been neglected in 

animal breeding since pedigree-based models are not enough informative. The advent of 

genotyping technologies combined with appropriate statistical tools has revolutionized animal 

breeding. It has been possible to predict accurate additive and dominance breeding values 

based on markers and to identify variants in genes affecting economically important traits. 

When all animals are genotyped, developments on additive and dominance have been reported 

(Forni et al., 2011; Vitezica et al., 2013). The proposal is to replace the pedigree-based by the 

genomic relationship matrix. Different genomic relationship matrices have been proposed for 

additive effects (VanRaden, 2008; Forni et al., 2011), while Vitezica et al. (2013) provided a 

feasible approach to build the dominant genomic matrix. 
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Although genotyping is now at reasonable cost, in practice, not all animals in a 

population are genotyped. This is no longer an issue for additive effects since the single-step 

theory is straightforward and well derived (Legarra et al., 2009; Christensen & Lund, 2010). 

The main concept behind single-step is how gene content flows from genotyped to non-

genotyped animals, and to extend it to non-additive effects, concepts behind additive and 

dominance relationships derived from pedigree and/or markers have to be compatible. We 

aimed to derive and test genomic dominance models combining features from single-step 

genomic prediction. 

 

Material and methods 

 

Single-step dominant genomic relationship matrix 

 

The dominant pedigree-based (D) and genomic (G) matrices should be compatible in 

scale to be combined. To develop single-step in dominance, we adapted derivations from 

Vitezica et al. (2013) and Christensen & Lund (2010). We used the D proposed by 

Cockerham (1954), in which inbreeding is ignored in the computation of D, and G based on 

SNP markers recoded according to Vitezica et al. (2013). Markers were summarized into a 

heterozygosity coefficients matrix H. Here, H is the n x m (n = number of animals; m = 

number of markers) matrix with element 2=-2ijh q if animal i is AA, =2ijh pq if is AB, and 

2=-2ijh p if is BB. Note that p is the frequency of A and q=1-p. Therefore, 
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If we consider a model fitting only dominance effects (c) , split between its polygenic 

part d and its extension explained by genotypes g, can be written as =...+ + + ,y Z d Z g ed g  

where “…” denotes potential fixed and/or random effects ignored in the following 

developments, y is the vector of phenotypes, Zd and Zg are incidence matrices, e is the 

residual error, ~ ( , )2

dN σd 0 D  is the vector of dominance polygenic effects, and ~ ( , )2
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is the vector dominance genomic effects, i.e., = g Hu, where u is the m-dimensional vector of 

dominance values for each loci. The matrix D is the dominant pedigree-based relationship 

matrix, whereas G* is the extension of G as reported detailed in Christensen & Lund (2010). 
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of gene contents for non-genotyped animals was based on the prediction of unknown from 

known dominance values and pedigree: -1 -1
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The polygenic (d) and genomic (g) parts are combined into = + .c d g  A model fitting c is 
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Simulated data and numerical example 

 

We simulated genotypes for a crossbred pig pedigree (n=11,943 animals). We assumed 

18 chromosomes each 100 cM long, and a panel of m = 5,400 equidistant (300 per 

chromosome) SNPs. Genotype quality control was implemented to remove samples with call 

rates <0.95, minor allele frequencies <0.05, or those with highly significant deviations from 

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (P<10-7), and 5,357 markers (99.2%) remained for analyses. To 

generate phenotypes we assumed H as coefficients of zero if the animal is homozygous or 1 if 

heterozygous for each SNP. The SNP effects (û) were assumed to be equal to 1 each. We 

calculated the vector of true dominance values (c) and added random noise (e) to use as y. To 

infer about how information is transferred from genotyped to non-genotyped animals in 

dominance, rates of 0% (D), 20% (C20), 40% (C40) 60% (C60), 80% (C80), and 100% (G) of 

genotyped animals were assumed. The prediction accuracy was defined as the correlation 

between true (c) and predicted (ĉ) dominance breeding values. Bias on predicted dominance 

values was assessed by regressing the true dominance values on the genomic prediction ĉ. 

 

Results and discussion 
 

The pedigree had substantial full (n=17,320) and half-sibs (n=15,134) relationships. 

The number of sire x dam and sire x maternal grandsire combinations were 5,403 and 4,763, 

respectively. This pedigree is a fair example to infer about single-step in a dominance concept. 

As expected, the estimates of dominance variance were more sensitive by choosing G rather 

than D, with scenarios C in between (Table 1). All scenarios presented their ratios (dominance 

or residual variances over the phenotypic variance) close to the observed ratio (10% 

dominance and 90% residual), ranging from 9% to 10% for dominance, and 87% to 90% for 

residual variances. The scenarios D and C60 presented the highest dominance variances 

whereas G showed the lowest. This statement was already observed by Forni et al. (2011) for 

additive effects. 

The prediction accuracies increased as the number of genotyped animals increased, 

resulting from medium (35%; D) to high (87%; G) magnitudes (Table 2). It is important to 



highlight that even if more genotyped animals offered more information to predict from, in 

dominance, the prediction from genotyped to non-genotyped animals is also in function of sire 

x dam and sire x maternal grand sire groups. We expect that the genotyped sample will cover 

at least the major part of these groups for more reliable predictions. Meuwissen et al. (2001) 

reported that accuracy is expected to increase as the number of genotyped animal increases, 

with smaller sire families and stronger dam relationships. All tested scenarios were biased. 

Although C60 appeared as the optimal since showed the same ratio as assumed for the 

observed values, the breeding values were more biased (Table 2). On the other hand, C40 

provided less inflated dominance breeding values (1.01) and 55% of prediction accuracy. 

Despite the fact that inflation of genomic breeding values be a common issue for additive and 

non-additive effects, since we computed D from elements of the additive relationship matrix 

as in Cockerham (1954) and there will be incorrect results if there is inbreeding in the 

population. In this case, D and G are not compatible and inflation exists (deBoer & 

Hoeschele, 1993). Therefore, single-step in a dominance setting still needs further 

investigation. 

 

Table 1. Dominance and residual variances under five different ratio of genotyped animals. 

 

Dominance 

0% 20% 40% 

20,480±7,723 18,810±3,697 19,330±2,499 

60% 80% 100% 

20,440±2,074 18,020±1,685 17,730±1,498 

Residual 

0% 20% 40% 

184,100±7,974 185,000±4,309 182,800±3,268 

60% 80% 100% 

179,000±2,857 179,500±2,635 177,200±2,492 

 

Table 2. Prediction accuracy and bias under five different ratios of genotyped animals. 

 

Scenario 0% 20% 40% 

Prediction Accuracy 0.35 0.44 0.55 

Bias 1.05 1.12 1.01 

Scenario 60% 80% 100% 

Prediction Accuracy 0.66 0.77 0.87 

Bias 0.91 0.96 0.94 

 

Conclusions 
 

Dominance relationships flew from genotyped to non-genotyped animals. However, 

single-step extension combining genomic, pedigree and phenotype information might worked 

because we used an approximation of D where inbreeding is ignored and also due to the 

simple family structure (sire and dam groups) in our dataset. Thus, our approach might be 

useful but is not general as the original derivations of single-step. Genotyping strategies can 

be optimized based on the proportion of genotyped animals where 40% seemed to be optimal. 
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